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Liberal Protestantism
and Immigration
By Robert Kyser
This writer grew up in a "social gospel"
Presbyterian Church on the West Side of Buffalo,
N.Y. — a church that had been founded in the early
1800s as a mission to the workers at the western
terminus of the Erie Barge Canal. My theological
beliefs center in the sovereignty of God; in the
authority of a scripture, the meaning of which has
been sifted in light of modern Biblical scholarship;
and in the Lordship of Jesus Christ, to be extended
and expressed in service to the world.
My focus here is on the issue of liberal
Protestantism and immigration to America. As I
began serving local churches as a Presbyterian pastor
in 1952, World War II was a recent memory and calls
came from every denomination's national
headquarters to serve the needs of refugees and to
help rebuild church infrastructure in Europe. Most of
this assistance took the form of special fund-raising so
that specific needs could be met overseas.
But the mainline churches, and American society
in general, had also come through the war effort
assuming that pre-war animosities were to be
abandoned in favor of a pot of melted cultures. Prior
to the war, the Protestant churches were quite proud
of their Old World roots and protective of their
particular ethnic reading of the Christian tradition.
The postwar curriculum in my denomination,
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.), devoted a major
segment to teaching confirmands about the Ulster
connection — Scots-Irish Presbyterians who migrated
to the American colonies from the late 1600s on and
played a significant role in the anti-monarchy
movement of the American Revolution and in the
formation of the new republic. I'm sure this was
equally true of the Methodists, Episcopalians,
Lutherans, Congregationalists and others who were
part of the immigrant stream in the early days of our
country.
The predominantly British origins of the early
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Americans helped create the climate of disdain and
rejection which greeted the Irish Catholics who
migrated here after 1840. When a Northern Michigan
congregation I served prepared to celebrate its
centennial, we asked the Presbyterian Historical
Society for copies of early correspondence between
the Board of Foreign Missions and a teachermissionary sent to work in the 1850s among the local
Indians. Mr. Porter's description of the "satanic"
machinations of the neighboring French-speaking
priests among his "beloved Indian children" was an
embarrassment to current sensibilities.

Helping the Immigrants
Many Americans viewed the "new immigrants"
of the late 1800s and early 1900s — immigrants from
Southern and Eastern Europe — as diluting and
mongrelizing the WASP character of American/
Christian society. The restrictionist stance of such a
prominent preacher as Harry Emerson Fosdick is
indicative of a climate of restriction that prevailed
among many church people in the early part of this
century:
/ am a restrictionist in immigration because I
am not a sentimentalist.... How can a man who
faces the facts fail to see two things: first, that
so far as this country is concerned, we cannot
handle the problem physically or morally if
with the population of the globe multiplying
itself by two every sixty years, we open our
gates freely to the teeming peoples, and
second, that if we should it would not solve
any other people's problems}
At the same time there were more practical
motivations at work among other Christian believers
who organized themselves to minister to the migrants,
once here, to make them into English-speaking, hardworking, clean-living participants in the American
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dream. The settlement house movement is a chapter
in American church history that should not be
forgotten. In the course of my seminary education
(1950-53) we were urged to accept "field work"
which meant working as assistants in the churches of
the Chicago area. I was assigned to a "neighborhood
house" on the near North side where most of the
clients were from Italian immigrant homes, though
there were many intermarriages with longer-standing
Irish residents. The mission of the settlement house,
as developed in Chicago by Jane Addams at Hull
House, was to help neighborhood families adjust to
American life with classes in English, nutrition, child
care and home-making along with recreational and
sports programs for the young.
In 1921, the famous Methodist theologian
Georgia Harkness presented as her master's thesis a
training manual for church folk recruited for this
special ministry. Her tone was both restrictive and
constructive:

United States after their failed revolution of 1956
affiliated with Presbyterian Churches. My home
church in Buffalo (a working class congregation of
Scots and Scots-Irish, situated in a then-predominantly
Italian neighborhood) had a Hungarian refugee, Rev.
Harsanyi, as pastor for some time. He was followed
by Renato Alden, an Italian-immigrant pastor whose
father, a Scot, had married while serving the British
Embassy in Rome.

1965 — The Watershed
My inner-city background is hardly typical of the
mainline Protestant experience of contact with
emigres. The majority of our churches are in the
small towns and on the rural crossroads of America.
I served small congregations in Southern Michigan
for several years and then moved to a newly formed
church in the suburban sprawl outside Detroit. That
was during the '50s when the Baby Boomers were
building up congregations with their large families.
During those years, refugees and immigrants were
people on another side of the planet to be helped with
contributions through Church World Service, the
inter-denominational relief agency of the National
Council of Churches.

The attitude we have adopted toward the new
immigrant has varied as widely as the
American temperament. Many have churlishly
advocated the exclusion of all immigrants for
the benefit of the American workman. Others,
moved by sentiment rather than sense, have
urged us to fling wide the doors and take in
everybody. The terms of entry which we may
rightfully impose upon the immigrant... are
determined by the requirements of public
safety, public health, and public order.2

"The mission to Americanize
the migrants changed to
an advocacy to protect
their cultural enclaves."

One pauses in the chronology here to ask: "What
happened — what transition has taken place over the
past 40 years that such practical measures toward
immigrants and immigration have been turned inside
out?" Our religious mission to aid the
Americanization of the newcomers has turned from
pride in an open society of melted cultures into an
embarrassed surrender to the maintenance of ethnic
enclaves, as though we had been doing the wrong
thing in urging the newcomers to adapt. The
requirements for citizenship have been severely
diluted and we find the social action offices of our
major denominations advocating language rights and
cultural maintenance, on our behalf.3 Perhaps we will
find some answers as we move along in the story.
Because of their affinity for the Presbyterian
system, many Hungarian refugees who came to the
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Then, in 1965, U.S. immigration laws were
drastically revised. Urban churches changed their
programs to minister to large numbers of new
arrivals. Worship and education materials were
developed for Spanish-speakers and Koreans. The
mission to Americanize the migrants changed to an
advocacy to protect their cultural enclaves.
During the Vietnam War, churches struggled
between patriotic affirmations and sympathy for the
protesters. We thought long and hard about
"establishments" and "generation gaps." In the war's
aftermath came refugees and then "boat people," but
also the guilt of a supposedly wrong-headed
involvement in a devastating military engagement.
The present day generation of leaders was educated in
a climate of rebellion against the establishment.
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American flags came out of many sanctuaries and the
mission turned to victims — victims of war, of
poverty, of abuse and neglect, of political oppression,
of economic upheaval, of racism, of sexism — as
sincere believers looked for ways to express their
faith in concrete actions.

unfortunates where they were. The nation and its
churches simply could not continue to accept the huge
numbers of Third World people who wanted to make
a new start in life by moving to the United States.
By and large church people want their better
nature appealed to. They may not always follow the
dicta of their leadership, but they do expect appeals to
their caring nature. But as the expansionist social
programs come down from denominational
headquarters, church members frequently have to
choose — and often they are presented a choice
between altruism and their livelihood.
The church bureaucracies have their share of
what one could call "tenured radicals" (a university
campus appellation) and we can see how that
happens. A priest or pastor comes to be known in the
congregation and region (diocese or presbytery or
classis) as a champion for a particular cause. And
perhaps that leader rides this "hobby" so much that a
local congregation can no longer put up with it. The
palatable solution for such passion is to move this
person up into the bureaucracy where one can
specialize in preparing educational materials, drafting
pronouncements and lobbying. Thus it is that
denominational leaders, especially in the fields of
social action, are often detached from — or even
opposed to — their constituents.
Most church members are unaware that since
World War II, a working relationship has developed
between the State Department and denominational
(including Jewish) resettlement structures to work out
funds, numbers and placement strategies. This is a
two-way street: there can be pressure from a Jewish
refugee resettlement organization to accept more
Soviet Jews, for example, or from Catholic or
Lutheran groups to accept people about whom they
are concerned. Church members at large are doubtless
unaware that the migrant numbers can be pushed
upward by a few persons speaking on their behalf.

The Church/Government Connection
As we think about the waves of immigrants that
have come from Mexico, Cuba, Haiti and Southeast
Asia it's helpful to know how much the federal
establishment depends on church agencies for
resettlement work. After a political decision is made
to admit people to the U.S., the government asks the
various national denominational offices to assume
responsibility for settling them. Next, the call goes
out to local pastors and churches: "Please help. Won't
you ask your congregation to sponsor a refugee
family?" And we did. Our Detroit congregation
sponsored newlyweds from Budapest who had
escaped from behind the Iron Curtain during their
honeymoon trip. We rented a house for them,
provided basic housekeeping items, assisted with jobs
and English classes. After six months they moved to
a Hungarian enclave in Chicago where they could
associate with more of their countrymen.

"The congregation, by a close vote,
decided to say (no.' And it was
not 'burnout* or a turn away
from compassion."
After the fall of Saigon, the congregation I serve
in Northern Michigan agreed to sponsor three young
men who had worked with the Americans and were
taken out with the evacuees. We found families to
take them in, helped them with jobs and English
language tutors. Within a year they had gravitated to
warmer climates since there is a considerable
difference between average temperatures in Vietnam
and Northern Michigan.
But when the "boat people" started to arrive and
the contacts from the national office came again, the
congregation voted narrowly to say "no."4 And it was
not "burnout" or a turn away from compassion. It was
a realization that the process could not keep going as
it was; some other way had to be found to assist the
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Who Speaks For You?
This is equally true of the lobbying offices that
most religious groups maintain in the nation's
capital.5 Obviously most members of churches are
unaware that church lobbyists testify before members
of Congress, that they speak for so many million
Presbyterians, or Lutherans or Catholics, and urge that
the immigrant or refugee or asylee quotas be bumped
up. Congressional staffers can accept the inference of
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unanimity as true when in actuality the bulk of those
church members may not agree, or even have any
idea that they are being represented in such fashion.
The recent vote in California on Proposition 187 is a
case in point. Most church establishments urged their
constituents to vote against the proposition. The vote
itself showed a resolve (on the part of many
presumably sincere church members) to restrict
migration by reducing the benefits-pull and making
the federal government more responsive to the tax
burden placed by immigrants on local communities.
One week after the election, an open letter dated
November 14, 1994 asked Governor Pete Wilson to
reverse the executive order by which he had begun to
implement the provisions of Proposition 187. The
letter was signed "on behalf of our 49 million
constituent members" by the General Secretary and
the President of the National Council of Churches.
How many mainline pastors across the country shared
that information with their parishioners?

gates to immigrant workers. At the very time when
post-World War II attitude changes and civil rights
laws began to open employment for blacks,
immigration numbers increased radically and cut
steadily into job opportunities. As concerned
Christians we should keep the well-being of our own
poor as a top priority.
3. Population growth. The Presbyterian Church
responded to Earth Day by urging the stabilization of
U.S. population and advocating the use of national
resources to encourage family planning throughout the
world. Yet the population of the U.S. has climbed
dramatically since 1970, with over half the increase
attributable to immigrants and their offspring. Every
congregation's officer corps and adult study network
should view and discuss the video It's About Time:
Population and People of Faith, produced by the
Institute for Development Training, Box 2522, Chapel
Hill, NC, (919) 967-0563, FAX (919) 929-2353.

No Simple Choices

"If the growth in population
threatens our carrying capacity,
and that growth is due to
immigration, then limiting
immigration becomes part
of the effort to preserve
the environment."

At first blush it seems like a gross miscarriage of
Christian justice to suggest that immigrant numbers
be limited but other values must be taken into
account. Six areas of policy need to be reconsidered
by the churches:
1. The abuse of asylum. When a serious situation
erupts somewhere in the world and various countries
are asked to accept their share of the victims who
genuinely need asylum, it is incumbent on us as
compassionate Christians to help victims in some
way. But a closer examination of current practice
reveals that asylum is being terribly abused in many
cases. People no longer in danger (if they ever were)
are arriving and being coached to ask for asylum,
since that ploy puts them in a legal category that
virtually guarantees their immediate release onto the
streets. For the sake of the very definition of
compassion, we need to recover the true meaning of
asylum. Others stay after the danger has passed, when
they should return home. Asylum should generally be
temporary, not permanent.

4. The environment. The other major concern for
Protestant adherents which emerged from Earth Day
is the fate of the earth. Churches reexamined their
theologies and developed programs to cut
consumption and reduce waste. We must teach a love
for the planet and elicit a commitment to future
generations, but we must not fail to see the
discrepancy in advocating increasing numbers of
immigrants while at the same time calling for
preservation of our environment. If the growth in
population threatens our carrying capacity, and that
growth is due to immigration, then limiting
immigration becomes part of the effort to preserve the
environment.

2. The plight of our own unemployed — blacks,
whites and others. Church people should remember
their commitments to our own poor. For instance, just
as blacks were getting a foothold on the economic
ladder in 1965, immigration law changes opened the
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5. Sanctuary. The sanctuary movement used churches
and church people as a ploy to change U.S. policies
in Central America. We need to own up to the
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downside of a strategy that undermines the rule of
law. Illegals are illegal, and an affront to the many
legal immigrants who wait in line and proceed
according to the rules.

conflicting values, and hard choices to be made. The
earth cannot sustain the ever-growing human
populations and the United States cannot continue to
absorb the numbers of migrants, legal and illegal,
who are entering now.
It is time to rethink our stance.
•

6. The true meaning of sponsorship. When
congregations sign up to sponsor an immigrant or
immigrant family, they should accept full
responsibility for the care of these people so that they
do not become a burden to the state. We should be
ashamed to sign newcomers up for public assistance.
It amounts to taking resources from the other
taxpayers in our communities without their
permission, as a way to satisfy our need to perform a
good deed. That the State Department encourages the
resettlement agencies to use these avenues doesn't
make it right.
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As a professional in liberal Protestant churches
over four decades, I have been proud to serve among
compassionate, generous, committed people. When
called upon to help with emergencies, they have done
so with high spirits. But there are dilemmas,
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"USA-187" is a national campaign which seeks to educate the public about the problems
associated not only with illegal immigration (as did the California 187 ballot initiative) but high
levels of legal immigration as well. A project of the Foundation for Optimal Planetary Survival
(FOPS), there are now contact people in over 20 states.
USA-187 buttons are available (1 1/4" red/white/blue) in bulk at 100 for $21.00. The eyecatching buttons are a unifying symbol of the concept that we are no longer an empty frontier
nation, but are instead rapidly losing our natural resources. Further immigration is a threat to our
quality of life.
For information about the campaign, and to order buttons, write to:
SuSu Levy, President
Foundation for Optimal Planetary Survival
8776 E. Shea #B3A-207
Scottsdale, AZ 85260
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Edward Levy is a professor of music at Stern College, Yeshiva University in New York City.
He is a long-time activist on population matters and a member of the advisory board
of FAIR (the Federation for American Immigration Reform).

Jewish Attitudes Toward Immigration
By Edward Levy
Like Bugsy Siegel, Julian Simon is Jewish. This
elegantly disposes of the notion that Jews are
necessarily bringers of light; although heeding Simon
could cause greater harm than was done by all of
history's Hitlers combined — relating his positions to
his ethnicity is fatuous. Such cause-and-effect
generalizing, always slippery, is particularly so in
regard to Jews.

dispersion as minorities among a variety of majorities,
Jews retained their group identity even while subgroups in different locations developed different
physical and behavioral characteristics. This group
identity held despite varying rates of acculturation,
ranging from total (either enforced or voluntary)
ghettoization to the virtually total assimilation of
those German Jews who felt "more German than
Jewish" until Hitler objected. And it held despite a
"sibling rivalry" that engenders antipathies within the
group (for an over-generalized example: rich Jews
look down on poor ones, northern Jews look down on
southern ones and German Jews look down on
everyone), but resents criticism from outsiders.

Jewish Identity
Judaism is, of course, a religion; but neither
religious practice nor belief defines membership in the
group. Indeed, among the approximately 5.6 million
Jews in America and 13 million in the world,
religious commitment covers a spectrum with at least
ten broad categories of more to less observant:
Chasidic, Orthodox, Conservative, Reconstructionist,
Reform, non-observant, Jews for Jesus, non-believer,
anti-religious and none of the above. And all of these
categories contain varying shades of right wings,
centers and left wings.
And Jews are not a "race." Skin color, for
example, varies from black (Ethiopians) to swarthy
(Mediterraneans) to white (northern Europeans). And
a current dilemma for Israel is that certain Asiatic
Indians and Nigerians assert eligibility for entry
claiming they are descended from the lost tribes of
Biblical times.1
Officially, you are Jewish if your mother is or if
you convert properly. Many Jews choose to follow
Jewish teachings; but to cover the entire spectrum, the
closest definition I can give is that you are Jewish if
you consider yourself to be; if someone, usually a
parent, tells you that you are; and if others treat you
as if you are. Most Jews accept their own — and
others' — Jewishness.
Almost all Jews, however, share a sense of
national history. Unique defining events are (1) the
receiving of the Torah, which others may "accept" but
only the Jews "receive," and (2) the destruction of the
temples and the resulting diaspora, where, despite
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Other events are significant for but not
necessarily unique to the Jews: (1) a continuity of
persecution that has lasted for more than two
millennia — from ancient Egypt through the Crusades
and other pogroms to the Nazi holocaust, (2) the
existence of the United States, and (3) the
establishment of Israel as a state.

A Jewish View
However, different denominations view Jewish
history, and therefore current issues, differently. The
more Orthodox are apt to be more politically
conservative, tend to see immigration within the
context of a long view, while references to more
recent events like the Nazi holocaust continually bleed
into the views of the less orthodox.2 Finding a
consensus for the entire spectrum, then, is
problematic. Although official statements probably
reflect Jewish thinking in general, three caveats
should be kept in mind.
First, from two Jews you get three opinions.
Second, a position definable as "Jewish" has to
consider only those with strong Jewish affiliations and
eliminate those whose views are unaffected by their
Jewishness. And third, committed Jews assign
immigration a low priority and thus are as ignorant,
and therefore as unworried, about it as others are.
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